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! The!building!was!approached!by!a!paved!terrace.206!The!exterior!of!the!building!most!likely!had!a!columnar!façade,!although!no!traces!of!the!columns!remain.!The!excavator!proposes!that!they!were!probably!wood,!which!was!common!in!Western!Greek!architecture.!In!the!most!recent!reconstructions!of!the!building,!four!columns!are!drawn!in!the!plan.!! It!was!initially!thought!that!the!building!relied!on!multiple!sources!of!water!for!its!supply.207!Directly!to!the!east!of!the!fountain!was!a!spring!behind!the!building!that!had!clearly!been!utilized!for!several!hundred!years!before!the!fountain!house!was!constructed.208!There!is!evidence!for!votive!activity!dating!to!the!third!century!BCE!at!the!spring,209!which!indicates!that!the!water!source!was!a!focal!point!of!some!sort!of!cult.!However,!upon!closer!analysis!of!rain!levels!and!the!geology!of!the!area,!S.!Hudson!has!concluded!that!the!spring!would!not!have!been!capable!of!feeding!the!fountain!house.210!Thus!the!building!was!initially!only!supplied!with!rainwater!that!was!collected!from!both!the!roof!of!the!fountain!house,!and!the!roof!of!the!adjoining!stoa.211!!! The!inner!basin!was!filled!with!rainwater!that!fell!onto!the!roof,!which!sloped!inwards!to!drain!into!the!cistern.212!Water!that!fell!on!the!outward!slope!of!the!fountain!house,!as!well!as!the!adjacent!East!Stoa!was!carried!via!an!open!sluice!that!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!206!Bell,!1988:!333.!207!Bell,!1988:!333.!208!Ibid.!209!Ibid.!!210!Bell,!forthcoming:!8.!!211!Bell,!1988:!334.!212!Bell,!forthcoming:!9.!
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ran!between!the!two!buildings,!into!the!larger,!outer!basin.213!The!capacity!of!the!two!basins!varied!greatly,!with!the!inner!basin!being!only!10,920!dm3!and!the!larger!exterior!one!around!41,000!dm3.214!Though!the!reconstruction!of!the!upper!structure!of!the!building!is!uncertain,!and!the!later!stages!of!the!building!probably!were!not!roofed,!Bell!proposes!that!a!compluviate!roof!was!probably!used!in!the!original!phase!of!the!building.215!Bell!suggests!that!the!roof!would!have!had!two!slopes!on!the!north,!west,!and!south!sides!of!the!structure.216!At!the!corners!of!the!outer!basin!there!are!cuttings!for!roof!supports!that!are!presumably!located!beneath!the!points!where!the!ridge!beams!of!the!roof!met!each!other.217!The!odd!construction!of!the!roof!indicates!that!the!architects!were!conscious!of!a!need!to!try!and!capitalize!on!all!potential!sources!of!water.!A!terracotta!pipe!carried!off!the!excess!water!from!the!inner!basin,!and!a!cutting!in!the!parapet!at!the!northeast!helped!aid!the!overflow!from!the!exterior!drain.218!This!was!then!channeled!into!a!terracotta!conduit.!!! In!later!years!it!seems!as!though!this!arrangement!of!water!supply!did!not!continue!to!provide!enough!water!to!the!building.!This!is!evidenced!by!the!fact!that!a!new!supply!conduit!was!added!to!the!southwest!corner!of!the!outer!basin,!bringing!in!water!from!the!other!side!of!the!agora,!probably!from!a!water!source!in!the!western!part!of!the!city.219!The!new!conduit!was!above!ground,!which!caused!a!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!213!Bell,!1988:!334.!214!Bell,!1988:!333.!!215!Bell,!1988:!334.!!216!Bell,!1988:!334.!217!Bell,!1988:!334.!218!Bell,!1988:!333.!!219!Ibid.!!
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need!for!adjustments!to!be!made!to!the!structure!so!as!to!protect!the!terra!cotta!pipe.220!According!to!Bell:!!! “The!south!wall!was!shifted!to!the!north!against!the!outer!basin;!a!low!retaining!wall!continued!out!as!far!as!the!western!edge!of!the!terrace;!and!the!space!between!the!new!wall!and!the!East!Stoa!was!filled!with!earth,!under!which!lay!the!pipe.”221!!Because!of!these!construction!adjustments,!the!rainwater!sluice!was!abandoned!in!favor!of!a!new!terracotta!conduit!that!drained!into!the!outer!basin.222!!In!the!final!phase!of!the!building,!dating!to!the!first!quarter!of!the!first!century!BC,!the!structure!was!drastically!altered.!In!the!northwest!corner!another!drain!and!supply!conduit!were!added,223!and!the!interior!basin!was!filled!up.!!Aside!from!the!unique!architecture!of!the!fountain!house,!it!is!also!interesting!to!note!that!in!Bell’s!opinion,!the!water!from!the!outer!basin!was!most!likely!not!used!for!drinking,!because!the!outer!basin!was!so!exposed,!and!thus!the!water!would!have!been!too!polluted!to!have!been!potable.224!However!it!seems!as!though!the!inner!basin!drained!into!a!different!distribution!location!east!of!the!fountain,!which!was!used!for!drinking.225!!! The!fountain!in!Morgantina!is!interesting!because!of!the!fact!that!it!initially!was!only!built!to!receive!rainwater,!especially!given!the!multitude!of!other!water!structures!in!the!Morgantinian!Agora.226!Its!strange!architectural!makeup!was!no!doubt!a!result!of!this!hydraulic!arrangement.!It’s!also!important!to!remember!the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!220!Bell,!1988:!335.!!221!Ibid.!222!Ibid.!!223!Bell,!1988:!335.!224!Bell,!1988:!337.!225!Ibid.!226!Crouch,!1984:!353.!!
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fact!that!the!excavators!themselves!have!placed!the!associations!of!a!tyrant,!Hiero!II!of!Syracuse,!upon!this!structure.!!!
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Conclusions.
.The!five!buildings!discussed!span!a!chronology!of!several!hundred!years,!and!are!in!a!variety!of!types!of!city>states.!Despite!all!being!in!the!agoras!of!their!respective!cities,!and!supposedly!sharing!the!same!basic!function,!they!all!differ!greatly.!It!is!clear!that!a!vast!span!of!technology!was!used!in!the!construction!of!the!buildings.!For!instance,!the!materials!used!to!waterproof!the!buildings!are!surprisingly!diverse.!!Very!little!is!written!about!the!Southeast!Fountain!house!in!terms!of!waterproofing,!other!than!the!fact!that!yellow!clay!was!packed!in!between!the!seams!of!floor!slabs,227!but!no!traces!of!hydraulic!plaster!were!found.!However,!given!the!state!of!the!building,!with!very!little!remaining,!it!is!possible!that!there!was!other!waterproofing!material!used!that!we!no!longer!have.!Similarly,!the!only!evidence!of!waterproofing!material!in!the!Southwest!Fountain!house!is!traces!of!hydraulic!cement!on!the!extant!toichobate!blocks!where!they!would!have!met!with!the!southern!wall!of!the!building.228!In!Messene,!Reinholdt!discusses!the!use!of!both!lime!mortar!and!a!hydraulic!cement!with!more!inclusions!in!the!matrix,!though!he!does!not!explain!much!further!the!physical!and!chemical!makeup!of!the!substances!used.229!In!Morgantina,!Bell!only!mentions!waterproofing!cursorily.230!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!227!Camp,!1977:!75.!228!Camp,!1977:!120.!229!Reinholdt,!2009:!42.!230!In!personal!conversation!he!stated!that!the!substance!used!was!a!hydraulic!cement!with!a!fair!amount!of!large!inclusions!as!opposed!to!the!more!refined!texture!of!the!hydraulic!plaster!seen!in!the!Southwest!Fountain!House!in!Athens,!or!
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Of!the!five,!the!only!building!in!which!waterproofing!is!discussed!in!great!detail!is!Megara.!The!use!of!bitumen!along!with!hydraulic!plaster!here!is!unparalleled!in!other!Greek!hydraulic!structures!until!well!into!the!Roman!Imperial!period.231!Of!especial!interest!is!the!fact!that!this!is!one!of!the!earliest!structures,!dating!to!the!first!quarter!of!the!fifth!century,!so!the!innovative!use!of!foreign!materials!and!technology!is!astonishing,!especially!because!it!was!then!not!seen!elsewhere!in!other,!later!buildings.!This!building!was!contemporary!with!the!Southeast!Fountain!House!in!Athens,!and!yet!the!disparity!between!technologies!used!is!substantial.!The!supply!and!means!of!conveying!water!is!also!different!in!each!building.!While!in!part!this!is!not!surprising,!because!the!hydraulic!landscape!of!each!city!is!different,!and!adjustments!need!to!be!made!in!the!hydraulic!engineering!of!fountains!to!account!for!different!situations,!the!variety!is!still!notable.!Even!the!two!structures!in!Athens!are!different,!the!main!structure!of!the!Southwest!Fountain!House!definitely!housing!a!large!basin,!while!it!appears!as!thought!the!Southeast!Fountain!House!contained!both!a!basin!and!spouts!within!the!interior!of!the!building.232!!Unfortunately!in!many!cases!the!excavation!of!the!pipes!supplying!the!fountains!has!not!been!documented!well,!or!in!some!cases,!the!pipes!haven’t!been!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!the!fountain!in!Megara,!and!that!it!is!identical!to!what!was!used!in!the!large!bathing!complexes!elsewhere!in!the!city.!!231!Hellner,!2006:!177.!!232!The!annexes!added!to!the!Southwest!Fountain!House!supposedly!added!spouts!to!that!complex,!however.!!
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excavated!at!all.233!This!makes!reconstructing!an!analysis!of!the!pipe!systems!difficult,!and!at!times!impossible.!Certainly!the!development!of!technology!used!for!pipes!can!be!seen!in!Athens,!where!John!Camp!studied!the!pipes!in!his!dissertation.234!The!Southeast!Fountain!House!has!carefully!made!and!maintained!terra!cotta!pipes,!whereas!the!Southwest!Fountain!House!has!a!mix!of!terra!cotta!pipes,!augmented!by!slimmer!lead!pipes!in!the!annexes,!to!convey!the!water!to!the!structure.235!In!Megara!the!original!excavators!mention!some!sections!of!pipes!found!within!a!few!blocks!of!the!structure,!but!other!than!that,!the!modern!city!and!lack!of!excavations!in!Megara!have!rendered!it!impossible!to!reconstruct!the!pipelines!with!any!degree!of!certainty.236!Similarly,!in!Messene,!if!the!pipelines!were!excavated,!the!excavators!do!not!discuss!them!in!any!detail,!other!than!to!say!that!the!building!was!fed!in!the!eastern!corner!by!a!source!coming!in!from!the!north.237!Finally,!in!Morgantina,!excavators!now!believe!that!the!original!phase!of!the!fountain!was!not!fed!by!pipes!at!all,!but!was!instead!entirely!reliant!upon!rainwater!channeled!into!the!tank!from!sluices!between!the!fountain!and!the!neighboring!stoa.238!Bell!thinks!that!this!eventually!proved!to!be!insufficient!water!to!consistently!provide!for!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!233!The!pipes!have!not!been!excavated!at!all!in!Megara,!and!were!only!briefly!mentioned!in!Reinholdt’s!book!on!Messene.!234!Even!in!Athens,!however,!are!there!still!lots!of!questions/uncertainties!about!the!pipes!and!aqueducts!feeding!the!fountain!houses!235!Camp,!1977:!133!and!172.!236!Gruben,!1964:!38.!237!Felten!and!Reinholdt,!2001:!311.!!238!Bell,!forthcoming:!8.!!!
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structure,!and!so!the!fountain!underwent!construction!to!accommodate!the!inflow!of!water!piped!in!from!the!west!across!the!agora.239!!!In!regards!to!the!bigger!picture!and!architectural!trends,!the!physical!arrangement!of!the!structures!is!also!incredibly!diverse.!The!Southeast!Fountain!House!in!Athens!had!a!small!interior!chamber!in!the!middle!of!the!structure,!and!on!either!side!water!could!be!collected.!John!Camp!even!proposes!that!the!means!of!acquiring!water!on!either!side!was!different;!one!side!was!a!basin,!and!the!other!had!spouts.240!The!Southwest!Fountain!House!in!Athens,!on!the!other!hand!was!a!large!‘L’!shaped!structure,!with!a!very!large!basin,!and!water!was!acquired!over!a!parapet,!though!the!addition!of!the!annexes!that!most!likely!used!spouts!as!the!means!of!conveying!water!gave!more!options!in!terms!of!water!retrieval,!like!the!Southeast!Fountain!House.!!In!Megara,!the!building!closest!in!date!to!the!Southeast!Fountain!House!in!Athens,!the!structure!is!entirely!different.!Serving!as!both!a!cistern,!and!a!fountain,!an!expansive!pool!with!35!octagonal!columns!supporting!a!roof!made!up!the!bulk!of!the!structure,!and!water!was!carefully!metered!into!a!basin!immediately!in!front!of!the!cistern,!from!which!people!drew!water!over!a!parapet.!Though!the!fountain!house!in!Megara!does!not!have!elaborate!fountains!and!tiers,!like!many!later!Roman!structures,!the!sight!of!the!35!columns!rising!out!of!the!water!must!have!been!quite!visually!arresting.!The!fact!that!the!corners!of!the!columns!were!decorated!with!small!stripes!of!red!paint,!for!instance,!is!indicative!of!the!fact!that!the!visual!display!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!239!Bell,!forthcoming:!9.!240!Camp,!1986:!42.!
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of!the!water!in!this!building!was!important,!and!was!not!a!strictly!utilitarian!solution!to!the!apparent!need!to!have!water!in!the!agora!of!the!city.241!Moving!south,!but!staying!on!mainland!Greece,!the!fountain!in!Messene!was!yet!another!elaborate!building.!Of!all!the!structures,!the!one!in!Messene!most!accurately!fits!Longfellow’s!description!of!a!stoa>like!building,!however!it!is!quite!grandiose.!The!upper!structure!of!the!exterior!held!a!Doric!frieze,!and!the!columns!in!the!interior!were!Ionic.!The!rear!of!the!building!had!another!row!of!oblong!Ionic!columns,!which!is!something!unique!to!this!structure.!So,!though!the!water!is!screened!from!initial!view!on!the!outside!of!the!fountain!house,!once!inside!one!would!have!been!met!with!an!arresting!view!of!a!massive!tank,!with!columns!rising!out!of!its!rear.!The!sheer!size!of!this!building!is!beyond!what!one!would!expect!to!be!necessary!for!simple!hydraulic!needs,!and!the!three!sets!of!columns,!especially!those!in!the!back!belie!a!simple!utilitarian!need!for!a!water!structure.!!Finally,!in!Morgantina!the!fountain!house!was!a!square!structure!that!housed!two!basins;!one!nestled!within!the!other.!The!smaller!interior!basin!was!inaccessible,!and!was!used!as!a!cistern!that!then!was!piped!out!into!water!structures!elsewhere!in!the!agora.!A!series!of!elaborate!mixed!order!columns!with!a!frieze!stood!in!the!interior!of!the!structure,!on!the!boundary!between!the!outer!basin!and!inner!one,!and!helped!to!support!the!compluvium!roof.!In!the!first!stages!of!this!building,!when!it!only!drew!from!rain>water,!there!was!no!particular!need!for!elaborate!architecture!to!contain!the!water,!and!yet!the!building!was!architecturally!complex!and!unique,!with!its!two!disconnected!basins.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!241!Hellner,!2009:!78.!
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When!considering!display!in!these!supposedly!utilitarian!structures,!another!thing!to!consider!is!how!the!water!was!actually!used.!Malcolm!Bell!claims!that!the!water!in!the!larger!basin!was!not!potable,!given!the!large!surface!area!and!how!exposed!it!would!have!been.242!I!am!unsure!of!this!claim,!especially!because!most!of!the!other!fountains!had!similarly!large!surface!areas,!and!levels!of!exposure.!Were!they!all!also!purveyors!of!water!that!was!not!meant!to!be!drunk?!In!that!case,!why!was!there!such!a!need!for!large!and!architecturally!elaborate!structures!to!hold!water!that!could!not!even!be!consumed?!The!fountains!are!pervasive!in!Greek!city!states,!yet!it!is!still!unclear!as!to!whether!or!not!they!were!actually!necessary!in!the!functioning!of!the!agora.!!In!fact!as!I!mentioned!previously,!Pausanias!lists!fountain!houses!among!the!buildings!in!the!constellation!of!infrastructure!considered!necessary!to!constitute!a!proper!city!(Paus.!10.4.1).!!!Despite!the!clear!diversity!in!the!structure!of!these!buildings,!fountain!houses!in!Greece!prior!to!the!imperial!nymphaea!are!often!discussed!in!a!reductive!and!overgeneralized!manner.!For!instance,!Brenda!Longfellow!summarizes!the!standard!architectural!form!by!likening!it!to!a!stoa.243!She!states!that!the!porch!with!a!colonnaded!façade!screens!the!view!from!the!street!of!the!interior!roofed!basin.!Therefore,!though!there!could!potentially!be!external!decoration,!the!display!of!water!was!not!prioritized!in!buildings!until!the!late!Hellenistic!period!and!later.!This!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!242!Bell,!1988:!337.!He!says,!however,!that!the!smaller!covered!basin!was!piped!to!distribution!points!elsewhere!in!the!Morgantinian!Agora,!where!it!was!used!for!drinking!water.!Morgantina!is!unique,!however,!in!the!number!of!water!structures!it!contains!in!its!Agora,!with!some!specific!water!fountains!for!drinking!(Crouch,!1984:!353.)!243!Longfellow,!2011:!11.!
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statement!is!a!bit!reductive,!and!does!not!take!into!account!the!variety!and!ingenuity!of!architectural!forms!that!the!pre>Roman!fountain!structures!exhibited.!!While!the!buildings!certainly!did!not!embody!the!same!aesthetics!for!the!display!of!water!that!are!seen!in!the!later!structures!that!Longfellow!focuses!on,!it!is!clear!that!the!diversity!of!the!buildings’!structures!is!a!result!of!some!latent!desire!to!display!and!highlight!the!water.!The!diversity!of!these!buildings!is!surprising,!especially!when!compared!to!the!relative!standard!and!inflexible!qualities!of!many!other!types!of!Greek!architecture,!like!stoas!or!temples.!They!value!a!different!aesthetic!appeal!of!water!display.!The!mixture!of!spouts!and!tanks,!for!instance,!or!the!visual!of!columns!rising!out!of!large!tanks!of!water,!as!seen!in!Megara,!Messene!and!Morgantina,!is!indicative!of!this.!The!inherent!and!dramatic!differences!between!these!buildings!cannot!be!overstated!when!evaluating!them!as!a!whole.!!Despite!the!physical!differences!in!the!structures!discussed,!the!fountains!share!many!characteristics!in!their!social!and!political!contexts,!as!well!as!the!way!they!have!been!discussed!and!considered!in!literature!both!in!ancient!and!modern!scholarship.!While!there!is!no!extant!ancient!literature!that!has!been!identified!describing!the!Southwest!Fountain!House!in!Athens,!the!other!buildings!share!many!potent!themes.!It!is!common!for!water!sources!in!Greece!to!be!associated!with!deities,!and!there!are!plenty!of!water!structures!within!sanctuaries!in!Greece,!such!as!the!fountain!houses!in!Delphi,!and!the!Minoan!Fountain!House!on!Delos.!However,!even!for!the!buildings!discussed!in!this!work,!fountains!that!were!extremely!functional!structures!in!the!public!center!of!the!city,!there!are!still!often!sacred!associations.!
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For!instance!in!Messene!the!fountain!is!connected!to!Arsinoe,!who!according!to!Messenian!tradition!is!the!mother!of!Asklepios,!and!daughter!of!a!Messenian!king.!(Paus.!4.3.2).!There!are!statues!to!her!in!the!Asklepeion!further!down!the!hill!from!the!Fountain!House!(Paus.!4.31.12).!In!Morgantina,!a!spring!was!located!within!the!immediate!proximity!that!had!evidence!of!votive!activity!to!the!goddess!Persephone.244!In!Megara!Pausanias!connects!the!water!with!the!Sithnidian!Nymphs!(1.41.2).!In!Corinth!and!Argos,!there!were!also!fountains!in!agoras!that!similarly!had!mythological!connections.245!However,!aside!from!mythological!connections!to!spiritual!entities,!it!seems!as!though!the!narrative!surrounding!several!of!these!structures!has!been!mythologized!to!revolve!around!certain!powerful!individuals.!For!instance,!when!attempting!to!match!buildings!excavated!in!the!Athenian!Agora!with!Pausanias’s!description!of!the!space,!the!Southeast!Fountain!House!was!tentatively!identified!as!the!building!he!called!Enneakrounos;!a!structure!he!said!was!built!by!the!Peisistratids.!Thucydides!in!his!description!of!the!Enneakrounos!merely!claims!that!it!was!a!tyrant>built!structure,!however!he!does!not!identify!it!with!one!specific!person.246!It!is!important!to!note!that!the!building!Thucydides!describes!is!not!located!in!the!Agora,!but!rather!on!the!south!side!of!the!acropolis.!Thus,!unless!Pausanias!was!mistaken!in!his!description!of!the!Athenian!Agora,!in!the!several!centuries!between!the!construction!of!the!Southeast!Fountain!House!and!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!244!Bell,!1988:!333.!245!Crouch,!1993:!130!;!Abadie>Reynal,!et!al.,!1995:!30!246!Dillon,!1996:!194.!
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Pausanias’s!description,!the!association!of!not!just!the!tyrants,!but!of!a!specific!group!of!men!moved!into!the!fountain!in!the!agora.!!Paga!calls!this!identification!into!question!in!her!dissertation,!as!well!as!her!forthcoming!article,!in!which!she!argues!for!a!reconsideration!of!the!dating!of!the!Southeast!Fountain!House!to!the!first!quarter!of!the!fifth!century.247!This!would!not!only!render!not!just!the!Peisistratid,!but!any!tyrannical!connection!impossible,!but!would!also!place!the!building!in!an!extremely!different!political!context,!one!imbedded!in!the!beginning!of!the!Athenian!democracy.!Thus!the!ideas!about!the!origin!of!the!structure!migrated!from!one!of!a!community!initiative,!to!the!design!of!a!single!powerful!individual.248!It!is!important!to!remember,!however,!the!context!in!which!Pausanias!was!describing!these!structures.!He!was!coming!from!a!culture!of!individual!display!through!the!erection!of!monuments!and!structures.!This!is!seen!in!the!context!not!just!of!Athens,!where!we!have!notable!individuals!such!as!Herodes!Atticus!venerating!themselves!through!structures,!but!also!in!the!context!of!the!Roman!Nymphaeum!being!erected!in!Greece!at!this!time!by!individuals,!as!discussed!by!Longfellow.249!!The!other!structure!that!is!most!similar!to!the!Southeast!Fountain!House!in!terms!of!context!is!the!fountain!house!in!Megara.!When!discussing!Megara,!Pausanias!attributes!the!structure!to!the!tyrant!Theagenes.!While!there!is!other,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!247!Paga,!2015:!2.!!!248!However,!it!can!be!noted!that!even!in!the!democracy!certain!individuals,!such!as!Perikles,!were!criticized!for!investing!too!much!personally!in!public!buildings!(Dillon,!1996:!197.)!249!Longfellow,!2011:!74.!
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much!earlier,!ancient!literature!discussing!Theagenes,!Pausanias!is!the!first!person!to!mention!the!fountain!house!and!connect!it!with!him!(Paus.!1.40.1).!Again,!as!with!Athens,!evidence!from!the!excavation!of!the!building!has!pointed!to!a!date!at!the!beginning!of!the!5th!century,!and!thus!after!the!rule!of!Theagenes.!So!once!again,!there!is!a!creation!of!a!mythologized!narrative!fabricating!the!connection!of!the!building!to!a!specific!person.!The!political!context!of!the!construction!of!the!fountain!house!in!Megara!is!not!known,!as!there!is!not!a!wealth!of!literary!sources!informing!us!as!to!the!political!structure!and!development!of!the!polis!as!there!is!with!Athens.!But!it!is!clear!that!the!actual!origin!of!the!fountain!was!at!some!point!superseded!by!the!mythologizing!that!created!the!connection!to!Theagenes.!What!we!know!of!the!fountain!in!Morgantina!comes!entirely!from!modern!excavations!and!scholarship.!Recent!excavators!have!placed!the!fountain!among!a!group!of!buildings!that!they!believe!to!have!been!built!roughly!contemporaneously!and!as!a!result!of!a!building!initiative!by!the!tyrant!Hiero!of!Syracuse.250!Are!the!excavators!in!this!case!being!influenced!by!the!tendency!to!connect!such!buildings!with!tyrants,!or!specific!influential!individuals!when!making!these!claims!about!the!construction!and!origin!of!the!buildings?!It!seems!as!though!the!main!motivation!for!associating!these!buildings!in!the!Morgantinian!Agora!is!the!fact!that!in!excavation!of!many!of!them,!coins!dating!to!the!period!of!Heiro!were!found.251!However,!Bell!only!ever!says!that!it!is!assumed!that!Heiro!was!involved!in!the!administration!of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!250!Bell,!1988:!339.!251!Bell,!1988:!339.!
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Morgantina,252!and!thus!the!construction!of!these!buildings.!Nothing!more!concrete!is!ever!claimed.!!With!the!reevaluation!of!other!formerly!tyrant>associated!fountain!houses!in!Athens!and!Megara,!it!certainly!calls!into!question!our!assumptions!and!biases!about!the!structures,!and!how!they!have!impacted!modern!scholarship!on!these!fountains.!Other!water!structures!that!have!also!been!associated!with!tyrants!include!the!Pirene!fountain!in!Corinth,!which!has!been!associated!with!the!Kyselid!tyrants,!as!well!as!the!great!water!tunnel!designed!by!the!engineer!Eupalinos!on!Samos.253!Clearly!it!is!a!well>established!trope!to!connect!these!large!hydraulic!structures!with!tyrants,!or!more!generally!elite!individuals,!however!this!clearly!merits!a!fair!amount!of!critical!observation!and!skepticism,!given!the!fact!that!archaeological!evidence!for!several!of!the!buildings!precludes!the!validity!of!these!claims.!!Why!would!citizens!of!these!cities,!or!modern!scholars,!find!it!important!to!mythologize!origin!stories!for!these!buildings!of!incredibly!utilitarian!function!and!use?!There!certainly!was!a!very!different!perception!of!fact!and!“history”!in!the!Classical!period!than!now,!for!instance!the!creation!of!tribes!in!Athens,!or!the!creation!of!an!entirely!new!mythology!that!was!adopted!when!the!city!Messene!was!founded.!Perhaps!people!were!not!as!interested!in!buildings!that!were!built!by!a!collective!of!people,!as!opposed!to!by!one!specific!person!for!the!purpose!of!raising!their!own!profile!and!endearing!themselves!to!the!population!at!large.!There!certainly!does!not!seem!to!be!as!pervasive!of!a!narrative!surrounding!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!252!Ibid.!!253!Dillon!1996:!195.!!
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construction!of!the!other!buildings!that!were!all!part!of!the!building!plan!early!on!in!the!development!of!the!Athenian!democracy.254!!A!final!thing!to!consider!is!why!there!was!a!necessity!for!fountain!houses!in!agoras!in!general.!The!fountains!are!all!located!in!relatively!prominent!locations!in!their!respective!agoras.!They!are!generally!located!in!corners,!near!a!major!thoroughfare!of!entry!into!the!public!space.!What!specific!need!was!there!for!such!monumental!structures,!in!such!prominent!places,!whose!sole!purpose!was!to!hold!and!provide!water?!In!Athens!there!is!archaeological!evidence!for!the!fact!that!when!the!space!of!land!that!is!now!known!as!the!Agora!was!gradually!developing!to!assume!that!function,!a!large!number!of!wells!were!closed!en!masse.255!However,!given!the!re>dating!of!the!Southeast!Fountain!House!into!the!5th!century,!as!opposed!to!the!second!half!of!the!6th!century,!there!was!then!a!span!of!at!least!several!decades!in!which!the!Agora!existed!without!any!viable!source!of!water.!In!Messene,!the!majority!of!the!city!was!all!built!in!one!construction!plan;!however,!the!fountain!was!not!built!for!another!decade!or!so,256!once!again!leaving!the!agora!without!a!large!convenient!source!of!water!for!quite!some!time.!Throughout!my!examination!of!these!five!buildings,!the!most!pervasive!theme!is!the!lack!of!complete!and!holistic!information.!In!some!cases,!there!are!merely!scant!physical!remains,!from!which!relatively!little!concrete!information!can!be!gleaned.!In!others,!a!lack!of!literary!sources!prevents!the!potential!for!greater!understanding!of!the!structure.!However!it!has!been!my!goal!to!show!that!we!can!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!254!Paga,!2012:!199.!255!Lynch,!2011:!26.!256!Reinholdt,!2009:!159.!
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apply!a!more!rigorous!and!extensive!contextual!framework!in!order!to!conceive!of!and!discuss!these!frequently!overlooked!and!under>analyzed!structures.!I!have!raised!issues!such!as!the!diversity!of!architecture!and!technology!used!in!the!fountains,!the!clearly!unique!aesthetic!display!of!water,!and!the!mythologizing!of!their!origins!by!both!ancient!and!modern!scholars.!In!all!of!these!categories,!the!fountains!defy!expectations!and!attempts!at!oversimplification!and!in!fact!represent!an!area!of!architectural,!technological,!and!political!examination!that!is!still!in!need!of!much!deeper!investigation!and!analysis.!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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